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PRAYER TO SAINT JOSEPH

Hail, Guardian of the 
Redeemer,
Spouse of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary.
To you God entrusted his 
only Son;
In you Mary placed her 
trust;
With you Christ became 
man.

Blessed Joseph, to us too,
Show yourself a father
And guide us in the path 
of life.
Obtain for us grace, mercy 
and courage,
And defend us from every 
evil.   
Amen

pope francis

The Year of 
Saint Joseph

We were thrilled when we learned that 
this year would be dedicated to one of 
our most loved saints - St. Joseph. Pope 
Francis declared December 8, 2020 
through December 8, 2021 to be the 
Year of Saint Joseph, and we couldn’t be 
happier.  

 Since the very beginning of the 
Congregation, St. Joseph has played 
a special role in the life of every Little 
Sister of the Poor. In his role as a father, 
he is the constant intercessor for our 
many needs — both material and 
spiritual. Each Little Sister carries a 
small statue of St. Joseph in her pocket, 
and confides her needs to him. We 
cherish many stories of how St. Joseph 
has provided for our "little family" 
through the years. To this day, he 
continues to do so.

It’s no wonder our foundress, Saint 
Jeanne Jugan, chose him as patron of 
our Congregation. They are alike in 
many ways. In life, both Jeanne and 

Joseph were humble, willingly following 
God’s plans for them, content to work 
in the background for his glory.  And 
work hard they did. St. Joseph, also 
known as “St. Joseph the Worker,” 
supported Mary and Jesus with the 
practical things they needed in life. He 
quietly did what needed to be done so 
Jesus could grow and flourish. 

Along with the physical work of 
setting up homes for the elderly and 
helping to care for her Residents, 
Jeanne Jugan walked many miles with a 
basket on her arm, begging for supplies 
to feed and sustain them all. Both 
she and Joseph ministered to people 
through hard work that was not always 
glamorous, but was nonetheless vital. 
Theirs was truly faith in action.

During this year, we wish you a 
growing closeness with Saint Joseph — as 
a foster father of Jesus, a hard worker, and 
a humble man of faith. May his presence 
enhance your life as it does ours.
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A Special Kind of Job
The Little Sisters aren’t the only ones that 

consider their work with the elderly a calling. 
Asked what they like most about their jobs 
here, most of our nurses and aides quickly 
answer, “the Residents!” There are also other 
benefits to working at our Home that make it 
unique, compared to other settings. 

· Really getting to know the Residents—
Unlike a hospital or short-term rehab center 
where patients come and go, this is our 
Residents’ home.  Many live here for years, and 
develop close relationships with the employees.

· Fewer Residents to care for—In general, 
our ratio of Residents to caregivers is lower, 
which enables care providers to spend more 
time with each Resident.

· Family atmosphere—the Little Sisters and 
Residents all live here, and all efforts are made 
to make this a home, instead of an institution.

· Varied work—Carers help Residents with 
more than just their physical  and medical 
needs. They go with them to activities, for 
walks outside, to parties — all things that are 
important to their quality of life. This keeps 
things interesting, so each day is different. 

· Lessons from the elderly—Many of our 
Residents have gained a lot of wisdom from 
their life experiences, and are happy to share 
it, along with some stories of adventure and 
intrigue. They are a wealth of joy and history.

After a whole year of being shuttered, things are beginning 
to feel more like normal around here. At the time of this 
writing, the Residents have been vaccinated and the positivity 
rate in the community is going down, so our in-house “corner 
store,” where Residents can get snacks and various goodies, is 
open for business. 

When everyone was restricted to their rooms, the activities 
department brought around a cart with items for the 
Residents to shop from, but it’s not the same as going into 
the store and browsing. And now they can! It may only be a 
couple of people at a time and while wearing masks, but the 
happy Residents say it is worth it!

The Joys of Shopping

Caring at its Best

If you are a nurse (RN or LPN), 
a CMT, or a CNA, and would like 
to learn more about working in our 
home and making a difference in 
someone’s life, call our HR Director 
at 816-203-8035 or apply on 
Indeed.com. If you know someone 
else who may be interested, please 
pass on this information to them. 
We are always looking to expand 
our family.
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It’s been over a year since the pandemic started, and with it 
the accompanying lockdown. Despite the challenges, though, we 
have learned some valuable things from it. 

Sometimes slowing down is good. “I didn’t realize how busy 
I was until the lockdown forced me to slow down and stop 
running from thing to thing,” said one employee. “A silver lining 
to this whole pandemic is that I have learned to relax more, and 
just enjoy ‘being.’ This is something I will carry with me into the 
future.”

All work is valuable. Many of us have a well-deserved 
appreciation for front line workers like health care professionals 
and emergency responders. But this pandemic has also 
highlighted the importance of others who often get overlooked: 
delivery drivers, grocery store employees, all those that kept us 
going during the lockdowns. They shopped for and delivered our 
groceries when we were afraid to go out. 

People want to help. As frightened or unsure as people were 
during the last year, time and again they reached out to help 
those who were worse off. 

God’s Providence finds a way. At the beginning of the 
pandemic and its lockdowns, supply shortages, and uncertainty, 
many wondered how we would be able to keep our Home open 
and care for our Residents. God, and many good-hearted people, 
made sure we did. As Jeanne Jugan said, “If God is with us, it 
will be accomplished...God will help us; the work is his.”

Joy is there if you look for it. Even hidden under a mask, a 
smile shows through in our eyes. There are ways to connect and 
share a smile even from 6 feet apart.

Lessons from a Pandemic

We Miss Our Volunteers!
 It’s been so different in our Home this past year without the hustle and bustle of the many 

volunteers who normally help with our mission. Making beds, running the coffee shop, 
helping with activities, driving to appointments, working at fund-raising events, and just 
generally brightening up the place with their smiles — they are part of our family and make a 
big impact on our Home.

Now we feel like parents who are suddenly empty nesters, whose kids were all here one day 
and gone the next! And although our Residents still hear from them by letter or phone calls, 
they miss the volunteers too. So when the activities staff suggested sending them cards, the 
Residents were all for it. One volunteer was actually having a birthday soon … her 100th! So 
everyone was happy to sign cards to wish the volunteers well, and to let them know they are 
not forgotten.
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Dear Friends,
I hope you had 
a lovely Easter, 
and are enjoying 
these days of 
Spring. I love 
the Spring time. 
It’s a time of 
transition, of 
new life, and 
fresh starts. 
It makes sense that many people choose 
this time of year to do a deep cleaning 
of their homes, getting rid of clutter to 
symbolically make room for new energy 
and opportunities to come in. This 
makes me think of the importance of 
hope - after clearing away the past, there 
is a sense of hope of what’s to come.
Pope Francis had a nice quote about 
hope in his Lenten message this year. 
After a lonely year of restrictions and 
limited interaction with others, I think it 
is especially relevant now. “In these times 
of trouble, when everything seems fragile 
and uncertain, it may appear challenging 
to speak of hope. Yet Lent is precisely 
the season of hope, when we turn back 
to God who patiently continues to care 
for his creation. (cf. Laudato Si’, 32-33; 
43-44).”
Let us carry with us the hope of 
Lent, and of Easter — the ultimate 
manifestation and reason for hope — as 
we move forward this year. As things 
begin to open back up and the world 
slowly emerges from this pandemic, 
know that our prayers accompany you as 
well. 

United in prayer and gratitude,
Mother Margaret

Mother’s Message Spring Has Sprung
After a long, cold winter, things 

are finally starting to look up—and 
warm up—around here. The days 
are longer, the trees are budding, the 
spring bulbs are sprouting. Seeing a 
bright-colored tulip or sunny daffodil 
can’t help but put a smile on even the 
gloomiest face. 

We hope you are enjoying this 
change in the seasons as much as we 
are. Even if we still can’t go many 
places, the extra hours of sunshine 
make a world of difference. Happy 
Spring!

We value your privacy. 

Please be assured that we do not sell, rent or share our 
mailing list or donors’ personal information.

We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of Trabon 
Group and K.C. Envelope for donating the printing and envelopes 

for this mailing.

Your Thoughtful Gift Directly 
Helps our Residents

From time to time we have special needs that fall outside of our 
regular budget. We will tell you about them on a new section of 
our website called “Fund A Need.” It’s right on our home page, so 
it’s easy to find. Each month a different item will be highlighted, 
and people can donate—a little or a lot—to the fund to help 
purchase it.  

So far, we have been able to purchase an industrial food processor 
for our kitchen, printers/copiers for the social services and nursing 
departments to more efficiently serve the Residents, and some fun 
supplies for “happy hours” for our Residents. 

It’s wonderful to be able to provide the necessities to our 
Residents, as well as things that improve their quality of life.

Thank you to all who have donated so far!

Be an Angel -
Fund a Need


